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Quality Stone Products for any Setting to suit your application
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AMAZING SELECTION OF NATURAL AND ENGINEERED STONES
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Our experience with Vivid Stones & Quartz Inc. was so positive and professional. Wassif was extremely patient and accommodating while we took considerable time preparing for this kitchen renovation. His crew were also very knowledgeable and personable while they installed our new countertop and backsplash. The craftsmanship is excellent. We would highly recommend this company and the people involved. Many thanks for your excellent workmanship.John TamblingMarch 31, 2024

From start to finish a great experience working with Wasif. We certainly appreciated his expertise and guidance in helping us choose our quartz countertop and his installation team did a fantastic job. Would highly recommend Wasif and his team.Loren GriceMarch 27, 2024

John TamblingMarch 27, 2024

Thank you Vivid Stones for installing a new Kitchen and Bathroom vanity quartz countertop for me. I am extremely satisfied with the workmanship and timely install.
Greatly appreciated! Continue with the great customer service from sales to delivery. Great Job!Lynette ArnoldMarch 24, 2024

I was recommended this company through a friend and they did not disappoint. Wasif was helpful every step of the way including helping to make sure the marble I picked was in good condition. The measurements were exact and the counter and backsplash fit like a glove. They came back as needed to cut the receptacles holes i needed and to seal the stone. Thank you to Wasif and his team for a job well done. Will definitely recommend. HamedEstimating TeamJanuary 4, 2024

Amazing service and top quality work. Kitchen countertops and backsplash turned out incredible. The entire process was quick and easy. They also gave us good tips and recommendations to make the kitchen look even better. I highly recommend Vivid stones for any renovation or upgrade work.Daniel DebickiDecember 15, 2023

We had our kitchen and washrooms countertops plus kitchen backsplash replaced with Quartz through Vivid Stones. The whole experience has been very smooth. Wasif gave us all the information regarding various quartz countertops. We took our time to look through them over couple of weeks in order to finalize. Wasif gave us all the time we needed without any rushing. Shyam and the team came to install. They came as scheduled, worked very professionally and there were no issues. Cleaned everything as they went along. I am very satisfied with their workmanship. Highly recommended.Tarique KaleemDecember 15, 2023

Great selection of counter tops and excellent service! Would highly recommend.Shalini MillerDecember 6, 2023

Vivid provided amazing service! After a large reno to my kitchen, Vivid was the easiest part of the experience. The staff were awesome and friendly, installation was a breeze. Very happy with my countertops!! Looks amazing!Amanda CastellanoNovember 27, 2023

Called around a few fabricators. VIVID Stones was very Profesional and quote was very comprehensive and detailed. In addition the price was reasonable. So we took a leap of faith and thank God we did. I understand now why they have 5* reviews.After we added scope to the job Wasif gave me more options to balance the price. In the end his team went above and beyond and actualy care about costumer satisfaction.
Quality 5*
Communication 5*
Left the place spotless 5*
Ps I work in comertial and construction space and his miter joins and corners of the stone are unmatched. Highly recommend.Emanuel MNovember 23, 2023

VIVID STONES & QUARTZ team did an excellent job. Wasif is highly technical professional, have many years of experience, and offer very competitive price and excellent service. You will directly deal with factory owner no middle man. I will strongly recommend Wasif and his team for counter tops and related services. I am 100% certified with his services.Ziauddin MohammedNovember 19, 2023

Vasif & his team installed granite countertop for our outdoor BBQ kitchen. Excellent quality & fast turnaround. Very attentive to minor details & requests from the customer. They've been very professional throughout the project and left the work site squeaky clean. Definite candidate for a repeat business.Erik SchneiderOctober 31, 2023

Wasif and team did an amazing job transforming our kitchen counter & backsplash. Wasif was very patient in understanding our brief and gave us great suggestions based on our budget. They did a clean job and completed the installation on time before our move in. The final outcome was very satisfying and exactly how we wanted it. I am going to recommend them to friends and family.Divya V MahendrakarOctober 28, 2023

The workmen were professional and friendly. A job well done. I love my new kitchen counters. They look fantastic. Hope I can care for them properly.Janet Gerrard-DowningOctober 8, 2023

Mohammadreza MehriSeptember 18, 2023

Very satisfied with their service. Measurements are accurate with professional tools, reasonable pricing, installation is flawless and clean.PatrickAugust 25, 2023

Very pleased with the work they did on our kitchen. Wasif was very helpful when measuring our kitchen countertops. The price was soooo much better than Loews or Home Depot and fast. Pleasant, on time, fast install and under budget, you can't beat that.
We are redoing my son's kitchen and will not hesitate to go back.Peter QuinnAugust 7, 2023

Our quartz countertops were installed today. The whole process from contacting Vivid, to installation was a breeze. Wasif was extremely knowledgeable about the brands he works with and made recommendations based on our style preference and budget.He took measurements in a very timely manner and the turnaround to installation was less than two weeks.The countertops look great and installers were able to match up the waterfall pattern on the island. Something other companies we received quotes from wouldn’t guarantee they could do.Very pleased with the end result. Thank you again Wasif!justin essertJuly 28, 2023

Joseph MayaJuly 20, 2023

It is my pleasure to write a review for Vivid. I1st I did research and been Two places including vivid. Yes both had 5 stars reviews. Vivid have more 5 stars reviews. After meeting both the place, I found, Wasif and his team is much more professional. So, I decided to go with them. In fact they exceeded my expectation. I must say they are price wise very reasonable and most important to me is the quality of material and quality of work. They have delivered both.My counter top I got from the builder. And in wanted use the same supplier of the quartz stone and color. And Vivid has given me that with excellence.For sure I will go back to him again.
Thanksraziul afizJuly 20, 2023

I recently had the installation of beautiful quartz countertop in my basement kitchen. Everything was perfectly done from the measurements to the installation. Very good people to work with, very professional and knowledgeable. Highly recommend Vivid Stones & Quartz Inc for your new projects.Larisa DavtyanJuly 13, 2023

We’ve done several projects with Vivid Stones, including kitchen counters and backsplash. They’re professional, keep to the agreed timetable, and are meticulous in getting the job right. We’ve been very happy with the result.Alan RoweJune 17, 2023

Really great people to work with. Got my new kitchen countertop from them and they were very accommodating and had a huge selection of products to pick from. The owner was very helpful and the turnaround time was beyond my expectations. I’m doing another kitchen renovation next week and will definitely be using them for the countertops again.Dylan CannJune 14, 2023

Great quality and great customer serviceJulie ScottJune 13, 2023

Love my new quartz countertop. Good quality, very professional and helpfulLyndon AntoineJune 9, 2023

Ahammad AliJune 8, 2023

Vivid Stones and Quartz installed beautiful new quartz countertops in our kitchen and we couldn’t be more pleased with the finished result. Wasif is professional, organized and, above all, a great guy to work with. From start to finish, he guided us through the process, providing a reasonable quote and knowledgeable advice about the various quartz options. The Scarborough showroom was convenient for us to peruse quartz samples in various price ranges and from many suppliers. Wasif responded to emails and calls in a timely manner. The installation work was completed within a couple of weeks - the crew was courteous and their workmanship of the highest quality. We would not hesitate to hire Vivid Stones and Quartz in the future and recommend them, and Wasif, to anyone looking for excellent service and workmanship.J & D, Scarborough EastDon ParkerApril 16, 2023

Vivid Stones & Quartz is one the best company I have business with, their professionalism, dedication, guidance and quality of materials are top notch. They are very much committed and deliver the work in-time. I have been getting their services (kitchen countertops, washroom countertops, living areas marble installation) since number of years and never had a single complaint. I would strongly recommend others to go with them! Thank you Wasif & Team!!Ibne HashmiJanuary 26, 2023

Vivid team recently installed kitchen counter tops at my house and I’m very happy and satisfied by their professional and promising work. Highly recommend VividRumesa AsimJanuary 25, 2023

I recently had the installation of Quartz countertops for my kitchen and two bath rooms. Working with Vivid Stones & Quartz Inc was a pleasure from start to finish. The job was done nicely with full perfection and commitment. Overall a great experience and I would highly recommend Vivid for their 5 stars service.SwisstarJanuary 25, 2023

Vivid Stone is working with my company for all my renovation and personal projects for past 10 years or so.
Amazing people with best customer care and service.Imran AhmedJanuary 25, 2023

Everyone that I encountered during this transaction was amazing. From measurements to installation, to after care details. Job well done!Faiza SaleemJanuary 25, 2023

Wasif and the Vivid team did great work. We replaced the laminate countertops in our kitchen and two bathrooms with quartz. The process all the way from initial quote to final installation was smooth and professional. Would recommend them and work with them again.David StewartDecember 16, 2022

Dealing with Vivid Stones & Quartz Inc was a pleasure from start to finish. Their knowledge and professionalism was exceptional. Thank you for a job well done!Adriana CarducciDecember 6, 2022

Great company to work with.
Excellent workmanship, great customer service and on time.Highly recommend!!!!Nuno SampaioNovember 1, 2022

We had an amazing experience with Vivid Stones. Wasif was very informative with our selection of stones. The installers were very professional and the quality of the stone was stellar.PETER NguyenOctober 28, 2022

We have used Vivid for two projects now and they do not disappoint. Wasif has been very helpful guiding us through the process, ensuring we get the highest quality product and service. Looking forward to using them again for our next project.C BOctober 25, 2022

Very professional, good quality of work and excellent service.Daniel AparicioOctober 24, 2022

Highly professional, quick response and expedited works with a good level of attention to detail and quality.Mohammed M. RajaOctober 24, 2022

I highly recommend Vivid Stones for your stone /quartz countertops! I've subcontracted many, many countertops to them over the years, and their work is always perfect and with laser precision. Wasif, the owner, runs an extremely efficient shop that you can always rely upon to keep schedule. That efficiency, plus not having a fancy storefront translates into the best prices in town. If you are shopping for countertops, backsplash, feature walls or anything quartz, then visit their show room. Super nice people, very honest, knowledgable and patient, they are always willing to help you make informed decisions about your specific needs!
Mark Sherman, Mark One ContractingMark SOctober 5, 2022

Very professional job and excellent customer service . Had to make some changes and they were flexible and accommodating.
Highly recommendedSergiu LazaroviciAugust 17, 2022

We had an excellent experience with Wassif and team. We interviewed several sales and installation companies including some larger places in the Castlefield area. I was having a hard time getting clear information from most of the places we spoke with or their terms were unreasonable (pay all upfront or they need to take our countertop with them for two weeks). Once I spoke with Wassif I knew that this was our company. He was transparent with timelines, flexible on design decisions (without pressure or judgment), drew everything out for me to confirm dimensions and my design choices and gave me regular updates on the status of our stone. He also answered any questions we had promptly and clearly. Countertops were installed yesterday and the installers did an excellent job. Would definitely use vivid stone again and recommend to a friend.L KAugust 16, 2022

Vivid Stones and quartz inc were very professional in the execution of the Kitchen Counter Tops replacement. I will have no hesitation to refer them to anybody else. Great jobClaude Jean-BartJune 20, 2022

Sub ZamJune 18, 2022

This is our second time working with Vivid Stones & Quartz and just like the first time, we were very happy with the results. We had our basement and upstairs kitchen countertops and backsplash done by them and they turned out so beautiful. We were impressed with their attention to detail, careful measurements, and timeliness and professionalism. We would highly recommend this company, and our son will be using them soon too!Kristi KullaJune 18, 2022

Vivid Stones & Quartz is extremely professional and outstanding! I highly recommend them when it comes to countertops. They have a wide variety of options that fit's everyone's needs. I got a countertop from them for my kitchen and it was stunning. They are also very responsive. This is a review by Violeta & her daughter.teresa JoyceMay 4, 2022

Wasif from Vivid Stones & Quartz was very professional & knowledgable
Everything was done to perfection and according to schedule, without any problem.
The installers were very considerate and respectful. They did a wonderful job and kept the premises extremely clean. I highly recommend Vivid Stones & Quartz to anyone in need of new counter tops.Louise ReillyApril 7, 2022

Ronnie FarbmanApril 6, 2022

Almost 6 months back, Wasif, his brother and his team made a Kitchen Island for us. Their team put together our design from the scratch and made us the kitchen island we were hoping for.
We requested for a good quality cabinets (plywood) that are able to handle the weight we were expecting to store in those. We are pleased that cabinets are proving very useful as we do not have to think twice before storing stuff in them.
The kitchen island's top is- Quartz. Cut and polished precisely as per our design. The team came to install the cabinets together and fix the kitchen island top.
The island was delivered 6 months back. The product is tried and tested.
Recommend their team and as well as their business.Radhika SharmaMarch 12, 2022

Wasif was super friendly and helped me with my renovation, we didn’t know much about the whole process and he explained everything, the price was fair and installation was perfect!
Great price for the quality.Felipe SenaFebruary 3, 2022



 














CALL :   416 . 751 . 4994
EMAIL:  [email protected]
ADDRESS:  54 HOWDEN ROAD, UNIT B, SCARBOROUGH,  ON.
HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday to Friday: 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Saturday: By appointment only
Sunday: Closed
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